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Aircraft Windshields and Windows Critical components that shouldn’t be neglected JEFF SIMON, EA A 478233



O



f all the devices at a pilot’s disposal, none are as important as your eyeballs. It’s equally critical that the windshield and windows of the aircraft remain in top condition. After all, the last thing you need on approach is to be blinded by the sun through spider-web micro-cracks and crazing in your windshield. And, when advised by approach control of converging traffic, you don’t want to spend precious seconds figuring out if those are bugs on a windshield or a Mooney coming at you at a closing rate of 250 knots. Aircraft windshields and windows are critical components in an aircraft. In some cases, they even serve as structural components of the airframe. Like many airframe components on general aviation (GA) aircraft, windows and windshields are custom-fitted to a particular aircraft. Light aircraft are hand-built, and regardless of the amount of tooling and jigs used to produce them, they inevitably vary from one to the next. Because of this, aircraft “glass” manufacturers produce oversized windows and windshields, leaving the installer the challenging job of measuring, trimming, and fitting for each unique installation. In most cases, the cost of labor far outweighs the cost of the parts. Because of this, it makes good sense to protect the “glass” that you already have, before you get to the point that replacement is your only option.



Plexiglas. Acrylic plastics are easily heat-formed using a process known as cell casting, which produces a very clear product with no grain (lines) within the base material. Acrylic is an excellent material for aircraft use because it is relatively hard and more scratch-resistant than other forms of plastic, such as Lexan.



…well-intentioned aircraft owners can be the primary source of damage to windows and windshields. Without using the proper procedures and chemicals, it’s easy to do a lot of damage in a short amount of time. The term Lexan refers to the trade name established by General Electric for its polycarbonate plastics. Polycarbonate plastic is much softer than acrylic, very flexible, and extremely resistant to cracking. For this reason, it has been used in instances where the part must be formed by installation or continue to flex in use, such as the side windows on an Ercoupe that flex each time the windows are raised or lowered. Unfortunately, the same softness that makes Lexan so flexible also makes it vulnerable to scratching and chemical damage from fuel.



The Basics of Aircraft “Glass” Most aircraft windows and windshields are not made from glass at all. Traditional glass is far too heavy for most aircraft. So, the windows and windshields of most light aircraft are made from an acrylic plastic, most commonly known by the Rohm and Haas Company trade name 90
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Care and Preventive Maintenance Unfortunately, well-intentioned aircraft owners can be the primary source of damage to windows and windshields. Without using the proper procedures and chemicals, it’s easy to do a lot of damage in a short amount of time.



Jeff Simon



Large scratches require expertise and lots of labor to repair properly, but it can be done.



tain sealers and UV protectants specifically designed for plastics. These are generally non-abrasive products that contain special compounds that “fill” very small scratches. AeroShell Flight Jacket Plexicoat, LP Aero Plastics’ Acrylic Polish and Sealant, Aviation Laboratories’ Clear View, and “210” Plastic Cleaner and Polish are examples of these types of products. The type of polishing cloth you use makes a big difference. The ideal cloth is nonabrasive, absorbent, and lintfree. AeroShell’s Flight Jacket line of products includes both anti-static pads and microfiber cloths that do an excellent job. However, you should be extremely careful when using any type of reusable cloth, since it can retain abrasive particles from previous uses. If you are not entirely sure the cloth Jeff Simon



Consider the simple act of washing bugs off a windshield. I’ve witnessed countless aircraft owners spraying household furniture polish on as a cleaner and rubbing the bugs and grime with a rag until the windshield is clear. The damage they’re causing every time they go through this procedure is cumulative and will inevitably lead to early replacement of the windshield. The first mistake is starting the cleaning process with any chemicals at all. Spray the windshield with lots of water and let it flush the contaminants from the surface. The goal is to remove as much dirt and bug residue as possible without touching the surface of the plastic. Allow the water to soak in to any remaining bugs and other spots before using your bare hand to lightly rub off any remaining dirt (be sure to remove any rings or other jewelry first). Dry the surface with a soft, clean cloth. Finally, use a cleaner or a polish specifically designed for use on aircraft windows. Using non-aviation products on aircraft plastic is a needless risk. Although it’s commonly used, aerosol furniture polish can contain chemicals that are harmful to aircraft plastics. Furniture polishes can also build up and produce smears on windows and windshields that are hard to remove. They were simply not developed for use outdoors and on plastic surfaces. Aviation-specific products are available for both cleaning and polishing plastic windows and windshields. The simplest ones consist of only acrylic-safe cleaners and anti-static compounds. Examples of these types of cleaners are Novus No. 1 Plastic Clean and Shine and Aviation Laboratories’ Aircraft Glass Cleaner. Following the simple water-cleaning procedure detailed above, these cleaners can be applied to help remove any residue. In addition to cleaners, there are combination cleaner/polishes and straight polishes. Many of these products also con-



Solvents such as MEK or any cleaners containing ammonia can ruin your windshield and windows in an instant. EAA Sport Aviation
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maintenance & restoration is perfectly clean, don’t use it. Soft cloths such as cotton diapers also work well, but avoid using polyester or rayon; it can scratch unprotected plastics. To eliminate any chance of scratching, use only disposable cloths. DuPont makes special disposable windshield wipes under the brand name Sontara. Technique matters, too. A number of cleaner and polish manufacturers recommend applying their products in a straight back-and-forth pattern in line with the airflow over the window or windshield, so as to avoid swirl marks that will reflect the sun at any angle. Keeping your windows clean and polished also has the



Aviation-specific products are available for both cleaning and polishing plastic windows and windshields. The simplest ones consist of only acrylic-safe cleaners and anti-static compounds. advantage of making it much more difficult for future contaminants to stick. A simple, once-a-month cleaning and polish should make it easy to remove almost all bugs and grime with simple water and your bare hand.



Repairing Versus Replacing Most window damage can be categorized as cracks, crazing, hazing, or scratches. There are no long-term solutions to cracks. You can stop-drill the crack to deter progression, but the bottom line is that the window needs to be replaced. Depending on the crack type and location, there might also be an airworthiness issue. Crazing refers to the myriad of “spider webs” that one would see through the glass when looking at the sun. It is caused by thousands of minute fractures in the plastic and typically occurs toward the surface of the window. Crazing can be caused by stress, UV exposure, or chemical damage from cleaning products containing ammonia, MEK, or other solvents. It can sometimes be treated by removing the damaged outer layer of the window. There are a number of excellent products on the market that do just that, but the labor is extremely intensive and has several risks. If not done properly, the process can result in optical distortion and/or losing critical window thickness during the process. Hazing refers to a window that has lost its clarity. Hazing is caused by internal degradation of the plastic, making the window look milky or cloudy. It is most often caused by UV or chemical damage. Since hazing occurs in the core of the plastic, it cannot be repaired. The most common window repairs are those to remove scratches. So long as they are localized, and the window itself isn’t suffering from hazing or crazing, there are some great systems out there to remove minor scratches. Novus No. 2 and No. 3 as well as “210 Plus” Plastic Scratch Remover are mildly abrasive creams that can help with small scratches that you can just barely feel with your finger92
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Eight Tips for Window Replacement If you do have to resort to complete window replacement, here are a few tips you can use to make the job easier: • Consider installing thicker glass than the original. Thicker windows and windshields can greatly reduce cabin noise, are much stronger, and should last longer in service. Many window manufacturers have supplemental type certificates to make this possible. • Always work in a warm environment, above 70°F if possible. The warmer the windows, the less likely they will be to crack or chip while trimming and flexing them into place. • Remove the protective film from the new window carefully and inspect the window for any manufacturing defects before starting work. After inspection, replace the protective film, leaving only the perimeter areas (that must be worked) unprotected. • If the original glass can be removed intact and fits the aircraft well, trace its outline on the new glass with a china crayon as a guideline. Don’t make this your ultimate guide, as the curvatures may vary. But, use it as a reference point for your trimming job. • For any holes that need to be drilled in the window, be sure to use a special acrylic drill bit. These bits are specially sharpened to scrape a clean hole in the window and will not chip or crack the plastic like standard drill bits. Keep in mind that acrylic expands and contracts, so the holes should generally be drilled oversize. • Be sure to bevel and sand all cut window edges slightly and remove any tooling marks that may act as stress risers for future cracks. • Use the proper sealing materials, as specified by both the window and aircraft manufacturers. Some of the adhesives, tapes, and sealing materials have evolved over the years, and there may be more than one option available. • If the window installation requires flexing the window or feeding it into a channel frame, the process can often go smoother by spraying the window edges liberally with an approved window cleaner. This can act as a lubricant during installation, and most will evaporate quickly once the job is complete.
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Quality aircraft plastic cleaning and polishing products can keep your glass in top shape for years to come.



nail. For larger scratches, there are more intensive repair processes available that include a variety of abrasives and applicators. One of the most well-known aircraft-glass repair products is Micro-Mesh from Micro-Surface Finishing Products. The Micro-Mesh kits consist of a series of abrasive cloths and creams used to sand down the surface around the scratch and gradually polish it back to clarity. It’s an extremely time-intensive process, but it works well enough to be used by many commercial operators. Keep in mind that the only real way to remove a scratch is to remove material around the scratch until the surface is smooth. Then you can polish the window back to clarity. There are two challenges involved with this process. The first is getting the re-leveled surface back to equal clarity with the rest of the window. The second is that, by nature, the removal of material in a localized spot creates a lens and can distort the view if not done evenly over a wide enough area. Because of this, some scratches are better left alone. Without the right materials, the skills, and the patience to do the job right, it’s unlikely that you will be satisfied with the results. One last note about scratch repair; these repair processes are only effective on acrylic aircraft windows. Polycarbonate or Lexan windows are too soft, so there is no effective way to remove scratches and restore the surface to clarity.



Protecting What You Have As we stated earlier, mechanical and UV damage are the leading causes of aircraft window deterioration. The use of a hangar is ideal to control exposure to UV, sand, and wind that 94
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can wreak havoc on windows and windshields. However, a good cover is the next best thing. The key term here is “good.” If a cover doesn’t fit tightly and smoothly, it can buffet in the wind and allow sand particles to get between it and the windows. This makes for an excellent “automatic sander” that will quickly ruin your glass (and your paint). Fortunately, the aircraft cover business is an extremely competitive one, and it should be easy to find a shop that will custom tailor a cover for your specific aircraft. This should include built-in pockets for all antennas, probes, etc. You don’t want any unnecessary openings or wrinkles to invite flapping or sand infiltration. Pay special attention to the way the cover attaches to the aircraft. It should fit like a glove and withstand wind gusts without movement. I prefer covers with a satin lining over the window locations. Fuzzy material or simple canvas over a window is an invitation to trap dirt and sand particles, while a satin lining is more likely to release anything that gets under it. Barring mechanical, UV, and chemical damage, acrylic windows are quite resilient and should last approximately 20 years without significant hazing, crazing, or other degradation. The key to their longevity is proper preventive maintenance. Keep them clean, polished, and protected, and you’re sure to have a clear view for years to come!



Jeff Simon is the president of Approach Aviation, a provider of educational products, tools, and supplies for aircraft owners. To learn more about aircraft ownership and maintenance, visit www.ApproachAviation.com or call, toll-free, 877-564-4457.
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